
Sailors measured the height of the stars in the sky to track their 
progress. The same happens on the Seorsus and sky isles. 

Sailors also used their knowledge of the constellations to 
navigate. Because constellations change seasonally, mariners 
had to know which constellations were visible in the sky at 
different times of the year in each hemisphere.

On Seorsus, navigators also need to know which sky isle they 
were closest to when they took their readings using a sextant, 
sea astrolabe, and mariner’s compass.

Navigating the Skies and Isles of the Fallen TwinsNavigating the Skies and Isles of the Fallen Twins

DK Findout
Constellations for Kids

Visit DK findout!’s website (follow the QR Code or visit 
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/space/constellations/

Read about constellations and pick two that interest you.

What two constellations did you pick?

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________



Tell Your TaleTell Your Tale
Imagine a monster, beast, or even an ancient ruin that exists on the sky isle you are charting for the 

Collegia Arcanum Ecologia. 

What does that monster, beast, or ruin look like?

How would it look as a constellation?

Does it have 2, 3, or 4 LARGE stars in it? _______________

Does it have 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 SMALL stars in it? ___________

Sketch it here.

What is the name of your constellation? _________________________

Build MasteryBuild Mastery
In eko-STEAM: Creative Worlds, a MASTERY is an in-game benefit your characters receive because of the learning 
you have done. Unlike skills that are dependent upon your character, MASTERY depends upon you as a PLAYER.
Once you have a MASTERY from an eko-STEAM: Creative Worlds Class, ALL of your characters benefit from it. 
Your game master will determine the LEVEL of your MASTERY.

What is a sextant? ____________________________________________________________________________

What is a sea astrolabe? _______________________________________________________________________

What is a mariner’s compass? __________________________________________________________________

Why is being a skilled navigator important to a sailor? _________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________




